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SUMMARY
Gene therapy is emerging as amodality in 21st-centurymedicine. Adeno-associated viral (AAV) gene transfer
is a leading technology to achieve efficient and durable expression of a therapeutic transgene. However, the
structural complexity of the capsid has constrained efforts to engineer the particle toward improved clinical
safety and efficacy. Here, we generate a curated library of barcoded AAVs with mutations across a variety of
functionally relevant motifs. We then screen this library in vitro and in vivo in mice and nonhuman primates,
enabling a broad, multiparametric assessment of every vector within the library. Among the results, we note a
single residue that modulates liver transduction across all interrogatedmodels while preserving transduction
in heart and skeletal muscles. Moreover, we find that this mutation can be grafted into AAV9 and leads to pro-
found liver detargeting while retaining muscle transduction—a finding potentially relevant to preventing hep-
atoxicities seen in clinical studies.
INTRODUCTION

Adeno-associated viruses (AAVs) are dependoparvoviruses that

can be rendered replication defective with utility as vectors in

therapeutic in vivo gene transfer. In vivo studies demonstrate

broad tissue and cell tropism and the potential of long-term

transduction. Dozens of translational studies based on recombi-

nant AAV technology have shown efficacy in preclinical models

of hematologic, metabolic, neurosensory, neuromuscular, and

neurological disease.1–3 Today, clinical studies are ongoing for

over 30 of these indications, and 2 AAV gene therapy drugs

have been approved by the Food and Drug Administration.2–4

Nevertheless, recent clinical studies illustrate potential limita-

tions to the safety and efficacy of currently used AAV technolo-

gies. For example, hepatotoxicity following systemic administra-

tion of AAV has been reported in several studies5–8 with adverse

events ranging from moderate transaminase elevations to more

severe liver toxicity, seemingly in a dose-dependent manner.

One high-dose AAV8 X-linked myotubular myopathy study

recently reported the death of three subjects due to progressive

liver dysfunction following vector administration.8 The etiology of

these toxicity events remains largely unresolved, and in the latter

case may be related to an underlying liver disease. Still, the dose
Cell Repor
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dependency and the central role of the liver in the toxicity events

has led the AAV field to pursue approaches to either reduce dose

requirements and/or minimize exposure to the liver.9–11

A primary approach to achievemore selective targeting of AAV

gene therapies is the use of alternative AAV capsids that can be

used to package an identical vector genome encoding the

therapeutic cassette. Indeed, key observations with naturally

occurring serotypes of AAV demonstrate that capsid structure

can influence liver tropism by as much as 100-fold in mouse

models.12–14 Furthermore, even minimal variations in capsid

structure can alter specificity to attachment factors, vector pro-

duction yields, biodistribution, cellular tropism, and host-

response—all properties of direct relevance to clinical transla-

tion.15–18 This kaleidoscopic array of phenotypic variation within

a relatively narrow window of structural variation has led to an

expansive field that seeks to discover and engineer AAV capsid

variants with improved (combinations of) features of clinical or

experimental utility.

The T = 1 icosahedral AAV capsid is composed of three struc-

tural, C-coterminal viral proteins VP1, 2, and 3, of which VP3

serves as the main structural subunit within the 60-unit cap-

somer. The core subunit structure is an eight-stranded b barrel

conserved across primate AAVs, while nine surface exposed
ts Medicine 3, 100803, November 15, 2022 ª 2022 The Authors. 1
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variable regions (denoted VRI-VRIX) have been observed to

mediate the functions of particle assembly, infectivity, and trans-

duction specificity among serotypes. Each monomer interfaces

with seven neighboring subunits through intricate protein-pro-

tein interactions defined by the 2-, 3-, and 5-fold symmetry of

the particle structure.19,20

The highly interdependent nature of the AAV capsid has

complicated efforts to understand and engineer new pheno-

types. Nevertheless, a number of important structure-function

studies have identified important regions of various AAV cap-

sids. Identification of the heparin sulfate proteoglycan binding

domain of AAV221,22 enabled researchers to study howmutating

this domain altered tropism of AAV vectors.16,23 Other structure-

function studies have enabled researchers to re-engineer AAV

by structurally transferring a galactose binding domain between

serotypes,24 engineering capsids that assemble without the aid

of a viral cofactor,25 and (dis)engagement of a GPR108, a

cognate receptor to most primate AAVs.26

Many studies have also explored mutational or peptide inser-

tion strategies to generate diverse libraries of capsid variants.

Functional enrichment is then soughtby iterative selective assays

in what is referred to as biopanning or directed evolution. These

powerful approaches have yielded compelling capsids with

unique phenotypes (e.g., AAV7m8, PHP.B, AAV-DJ, and LK-03,

among others).27–30 Unfortunately, the promises of these vectors

are not always translated across species,31–34 a bottleneck the

field is trying to address with screening approaches in models

thought to be more predictive of the human setting.29,35,36

To address some of the limitations of the current state-of-the-

art in AAV development, we performed a gap analysis and devel-

oped a set of methods to overcome critical potential shortcom-

ings of AAV library diversification and screening.

First, we sought to build and improve on the power of capsid

libraries to identify AAV vectors with desirable biology. Specif-

ically, we aimed to simultaneously maximize library complexity,

sequence divergence, and, importantly, functional viability

(e.g., capsid assembly competency and infectivity). Previous ap-

proaches have yielded highly informative screens by focusing

variation within functionally important and mutationally permis-

sive capsid regions based on sequence analysis and structural

data.37–39 In our approach, we performed maximum-likelihood

ancestral sequence reconstruction (ML-ASR) to identify regions

of the capsid with evolutionary relevance that served as the basis

to curate a fully defined variant library.40 However, in this original

study, we were only able to partially characterize this library

(776 different clones were evaluated out of a potential of

2,048), and the clones were only screened through a combined

vector production/in vitro infectivity approach.

To address the limitations of our previous study, we developed

an approach to assemble our library such that each position

of variation would be present in combination with every

other variant position, using an approach akin to that of

CombiGEM,41,42 which we dubbed CombiAAV (Figure S1).

Encouraged by the success of other barcoded screens in

AAV,43–45 and because our positions of variation were distrib-

uted throughout the length of the capsid, we also designed the

library such that a non-coding ‘‘barcode’’ region would be pre-

sent as both DNA and RNA. As established by the work of other
2 Cell Reports Medicine 3, 100803, November 15, 2022
groups,46–49 this strategy of coupling our capsid sequences with

unique short regions of DNA enabled us to discriminate between

and count each barcode with short-read next-generation

sequencing (NGS) technologies. Whereas previous approaches

have relied on either serial assembly of capsids and barcodes

or have confined variation to specific functional domains of

the capsid (as in peptide insertion libraries), we designed our

approach to paralleled assembly of capsid libraries with combi-

natorial diversity distributed throughout the capsid coding

sequence coupled to individual, unique barcodes.

Finally, we developed an approach to quantitatively measure

the abundance of individual capsid variants by using short-

read NGS, a technique we call AAVSeq. AAVSeq allows for the

functional evaluation of a library acrossmore than one parameter

within—or across—assays or models (e.g., parallel screening of

multiple tissues in more than one species). This was meant to (1)

obtain information on functional trade-offs (e.g. production yield

versus liver targeting), (2) interrogate the conservation of a desir-

able property across models, and eventually in human studies,

(3) enable the detection of both loss-of-function and gain-of-

function phenotypes (e.g. for targeting specificity), and (4) aggre-

gate larger structure-function datasets with each added screen.

We hypothesized that our approach would allow for refined iden-

tification of candidate vectors, and also that the datasets pro-

duced would inform models, highlight potential mechanism of

action, and guide rational design.

Here, the combined use of AAVSeq on a CombiAAV generated

library of barcoded AAV capsids within a curated ML-ASR

variant library allowed us to identify a conserved structural deter-

minant of liver tropism present in several clinical AAVs. This ‘‘liver

toggle’’ motif was further shown to allow functional reprogram-

ming to either enhance or reduce liver targeting while retaining

muscle transduction following systemic injection.

RESULTS

Identification of residues potentially involved in liver
tropism by ASR
Therapeutic gene transfer of hepatic tissue has been studied

extensively to treat inborn errors of metabolism, coagulation dis-

orders, or to provide long-term expression of a therapeutic pro-

tein. To this end, AAV has been evaluated in various animal

models and clinical studies. From the aggregate of data, we

and others have observed that distinct AAV serotypes target

the liver with vastly different efficiencies, notwithstanding a rela-

tively high degree of sequence homology.50–52 Based on the

observation that vectors, such as AAV1 and AAV2, performed

substantially less well compared with AAV7, 8, or 9, we hypoth-

esized that a common feature within these classes of AAV cap-

sids was responsible for enhanced liver transduction. These two

functionally distinct groups of capsids are monophyletic and

likely shared a common ancestor, which we have previously at-

tempted to reconstruct and refer to as Anc80 (Figure 1A). Based

on this apparent co-segregation of sequence and function, we

further hypothesized that either the enhanced liver tropism of

the AAV8 group was acquired from Anc80, or, inversely, that

the AAV2 group species had attenuated liver targeting from their

ancestral state.
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Previously, we performed ML-ASR to approximate Anc80 se-

quences.40 In this work, we developed a library to approximate

the sequence of this putative ancestral capsid by identifying 11

amino acids within the capsid, which were determined to be

ambiguously ancestral (using a posterior probability of 0.3 as a

threshold). Each of these 11 sites has 2 potential states, and

these dimorphic variant sites are scattered throughout the

capsid sequence (Figure 1B). Previous work had selected and

extensively characterized only one member of this library, called

Anc80L65, for liver transduction in mice and nonhuman primates

(NHPs) and various other target tissues.53–56 An overlay of the

Anc80Lib variable positions in Figure 1D indicated the variation

to be distributed in regions of the capsid known to affect capsid

assembly, receptor binding, and host-mediated immunity. We

thus hypothesized that extensive exploration of the diversity

within Anc80Lib would allow us to map discreet or epistatic

structural motifs relevant to AAV liver tropism.

Structural exploration of an ASR-informed library
Early alanine scanning and mutational studies highlighted the

limited tolerance of the AAV capsid to amino acid substitu-

tions.57,58 More recently, Ogden et al. comprehensively explored

the fitness landscape of the AAV2 capsid and reported that be-

tween 86% and 97% of mutants were impaired in virion assem-

bly. We hypothesized that the quaternary structural interactions

of the icosahedral 60-mer virion reduces its mutational toler-

ance. In comparison, previous studies on monomeric proteins,

such as the bacterial enzyme DNA glycosylase, indicate that

66% of random amino acid chances are tolerated.59 An analysis

of the full-particle AAV8 X-ray crystal structure in Figure 1Cmap-

ped the intermolecular interactions between VP monomers and

identified 36 pairs of amino acids across the 2-fold axis of sym-

metry, 257 pairs across the 3-fold axis, and 123 pairs across the

5-fold axis. These large numbers of interacting residues support

the empirical observations that AAV is highly resistant to muta-

tion, and that even minimal mutations can have large (and often

deleterious) effects.15

Design and construction of a barcoded ancestral AAV
library
Anc80Lib is a combinatorial sequence space composed of the

Anc80 capsid with 11 variant positions that can be occupied

by 1 of 2 defined amino acid residues (Table S2). To quantita-
Figure 1. Approach and substrate
(A) Dendrogram depicting the evolutionary monophyletic origins of AAV vectors w

variant capsid library derived from ML-ASR. The percent identity to Anc80 (prote

(B) Above, bar graph depicting locations of amino acid differences in the coding

representation of the coding sequence of the resultant barcoded library. The g

rectangles (either orange or blue) depict the different states at positions of variab

(C) Circos diagram highlighting structural features of the AAV capsid. The outer cir

in the structure of AAV9 (PDB: 3UX1) and are numbered (VP1 numbering). Posi

meaning more interactions). Lines drawn between positions on the outer circle in

amino acids determined to bind different monoclonal antibodies. The blue highligh

amino acids involved in binding to AAVR. Glyphs identify interactions as being b

(blue stars). The inner radius depicts a histogram plotting sequence conservatio

tropy > 2.0), red bars indicate high conservation (entropy < 1.0), and orange bars

variability within the Anc80 library and are numbered (Anc80VP1/AAV9 VP1). Tab

that p1 and p2 (corresponding to positions 168 and 205 by Anc80 VP1 numberin
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tively assess each member of the library under various selective

conditions and to avoid costly clonal production and character-

ization, we sought to introduce a barcode identifier that can be

sequenced via short-read NGS technologies, such as Illumina.

To assemble all 2,048 defined Anc80Lib capsid variants with a

unique barcode, we designed a cloning strategy wherein the li-

brarywasprogressively assembled using roundsof scarless liga-

tion. FigureS1 illustrates theassemblyprocess that, in a stepwise

manner, increases library complexity exponentially. To accom-

plish this, we first designed, synthesized, and pooled synthetic

oligonucleotide building blocks in equal ratios, each containing

a fragment of the capsid coding sequence on the 30 end, and a

corresponding stretchof nucleotides representing the siteof vari-

ation (i.e., a fragment of the eventual barcode) flanked by type IIS

restriction enzyme recognition sites. Once digestedwith the type

IIS restriction enzyme (either Esp3I orBsaI in alternating roundsof

assembly), the resulting fragment is inserted by ligation at the

junction of the capsid and barcode coding region of an interme-

diate plasmid library from a previous round of assembly. At

each step, diversity of the library is multiplied by the number of

unique sequence-barcode fragments included. In this instance,

the assembly process started with a pool of two fragments,

then incorporated an additional four fragments in each of the sub-

sequent five rounds of assembly (23 45 = 2,048). This process is

analogous to the assembly process ofCombiGEM41,42 and sowe

refer to this approach as CombiAAV.

To ascertain the effectiveness of the CombiAAV, we isolated

barcodes by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and subjected

them to Illumina NGS to gauge the relative abundance of each

mutant within the library. All 2,048 members of Anc80Lib were

represented within the sequenced pool (Figure S2). In addition,

technical replicates of the isolation and sequencing showed a

high degree of reproducibility (Spearman’s rho, r = 0.97–99, N =

8), indicating that the process of amplifying and preparing barco-

des for sequencing introduced minimal additional noise (Fig-

ure S2). Anc80Lib was then subcloned into an ITR-flanked AAV

packaging construct expressing Anc80Lib barcode and capsid

gene transcripts driven by a CMV promoter (Figure S3).

Vector production screen confirms AAP-interacting
capsid residue
Next, an Anc80Lib viral library (referred to as Anc80Lib-BC)

was produced by co-transfection of the ITR-Anc80Lib pooled
ith high (orange) or low (blue) hepatotropism in mice. Anc80Lib refers to an AAV

in) is provided for each extant AAV.

sequence of the capsid gene between Anc80 and AAV2. Below, schematic

ray rectangle represents the coding sequence of the capsid and the smaller

ility within the library (each a single codon).

cle of the figure is divided into rectangles, each corresponding to an amino acid

tions are shaded by the number of predicted quaternary interactions (darker

dicate predicted interactions. The next set of highlights (purple) correspond to

ts identify amino acids involved in glycan binding. The green highlights identify

etween the 2-fold (green circles), 3-fold (orange triangles), or 5-fold interfaces

n (Shannon entropy), where green bars indicate high sequence diversity (en-

indicate moderate diversity (entropy > 1.5). Blue wedges indicate positions of

le S1 provides detailed information on each of the highlighted positions. Note

g) are not shown due to the lack of structures in the VP1/VP2 unique regions.



Figure 2. Library production and in vitro infectivity

(A) A barcoded AAV vector library was produced either with (N = 5) or without (N = 3) addition of an exogenous assembly-activating protein (AAP). Individual dots in

MA plots represent distinct barcodes, colors represent the amino acid identity at position 5. To the right of MA plots, eCDF plots with SEM depicted as horizontal

error bars.

(B) Results of an independent sites linear elastic net regularization approach show that addition of AAP modifies the impact of certain sites on production of

vector.

(C) Huh7 cells were transduced with the barcoded AAV library and DNA/RNAwere isolated from those transduced cells (N = 5 per condition). Individual barcodes

in MA plots are colored by identity at position 3 within the library. Extant barcoded vectors were also spiked into this transduction mixture. Fold change is plotted

as bar graphs (error bars determined by bootstrapping, 1,000 replicates).

(D) Regularization and linear modeling approach reveal potential similarities and differences among our positions of variation with respect to transduction and

gene expression in vitro.
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plasmid library under conditions we previously optimized to

minimize the occurrence of cross-packaging and/or capsid

mosaic formation.60 Since variant position 5 (p5) in Anc80Lib at

location 411 (by VP1 numbering) was previously implicated as in-

teracting with the assembly-activating protein (AAP),25 we

compared vector production of our library in the presence or

absence of AAP from AAV2 (AAP2) in trans (Figure 2A).

AAVSeq was performed on the resulting vector preparations

(N = 3 with AAP and N = 7 without), and relative enrichment for

each library variant was established by normalizing with

AAVSeq data from the transfected plasmid pool. Normalized

counts were highly correlated within each condition (r = 0.93–

0.99 without AAP, r = 0.90–0.99 with AAP) and all 2048 vector

barcodes were detected (Figure S4). In the absence of exoge-

nous AAP2, we observe a 2.87-fold difference in relative enrich-

ment of mutants containing a glutamine at position 5 (p5Q) over

those containing a glutamic acid (p5E). In the presence of exog-

enous AAP, this effect was reduced, with p5Q vectors only being

very mildly enriched over p5E vectors (1.17-fold), indicating a

role for AAP at this position (Figure 2A). An elastic net regulariza-

tion approach revealed the role of each site of mutation in our li-

brary as any changes of those effects in the presence or absence
of exogenous AAP2 (Figure 2B). Because inclusion of exogenous

AAP increases production yields (average titer with AAP2:

8.73 3 1012 gc/mL, without AAP2: 5.68 3 1011 gc/mL), AAP2

was included in all further library preparations.

Multiplexed in vitro transduction analysis
Then, we evaluated our library of capsids for their ability to trans-

duce the human hepatoma-derived cell line Huh7. To comple-

ment the experiment with references, previously characterized

AAVs (AAV2, 5, 8, 9, 9-PHP.B, Rh.10, and Rh32.33) were pro-

duced in a barcoded manner as in Anc80Lib for compatibility

in the NGS readout, and then spiked into Anc80Lib-BC at a ratio

of approximately 1:2,000 each (relative to the final library titer).

This combined pool of AAVs was then used to transduce Huh7

cells at an averagemultiplicity of infection (MOI) of 100 vector ge-

nomes per cell. Because there were 2,056 individually barcoded

vectors within the library, the gross MOI was 2E5 gc/cell. Cells

were washed to remove any vector that did not transduce cells,

and 3 days after transduction, DNA and RNA were harvested,

and barcodes were subsequently sequenced. In this case,

individual variant read counts were normalized based on the

AAVSeq data on the input viral vector preparation to assess
Cell Reports Medicine 3, 100803, November 15, 2022 5
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relative enrichment upon in vitro transduction (and not, for

instance, viral assembly or packaging). Experiments were per-

formed in five replicates each, and normalized barcode abun-

dances were highly correlated among replicates (r = 0.93–0.96

for RNA barcodes, = 0.91–0.92 for DNA barcodes) (Figure S5).

Among library variants, we found a large effect at position 3

within our library, wherein the fold-enrichment of p3G capsids

was 22.9-fold greater on average than p3A capsids in DNA,

and 52.7-fold greater in RNA (Figure 2C). Our included controls

were consistent with the literature, where AAV2 and related vi-

ruses are known to out-perform many other vectors by large

amounts (in RNA) across many cell lines.50 An elastic net regula-

rization approach identified potentially important effects at p6

and p9 within the library, especially in RNA (Figure 2D).

Multiparametric tissue screen in mice and NHPs
We then proceeded to test our approach in vivo by injecting mice

(N = 8 per condition) or NHPs (N = 2 per condition) with

Anc80Lib-BC spiked with additional separately produced bar-

coded capsids of commonly used AAVs as reference vectors

(doses of 3 3 1011 gc/mouse or 1.6 3 1012 gc/kg in the case

of NHPs) (Figure S6). Tissues were collected at an early time

point (day 3 for mice, and day 7 for NHPs) or a later time point

(day 28) and barcodes were subsequently isolated for AAVSeq

analysis. When comparing only the spiked-in reference AAVs,

our approach recapitulates many of the findings from other

comparative studies of AAV in vivo (Figures S7A and S7B). For

instance, at the level of DNA (day 28) in mice, AAV2 and AAV8

appear roughly equivalent in terms of relative enrichment in liver

while, at the level of RNA, AAV8 is greatly enriched compared

with AAV2. Previous comparative studies of these two vectors

have also made similar observations, and have concluded that

differential uncoating may be responsible.51 In addition, we

observe that AAV9-PHP.B vastly outperforms all other vectors

in the mouse hippocampus, consistent with its characterization

as a vector especially adept at crossing the blood-brain barrier

in C57BL/6 mice.30

Liver toggle effect observed in mice and NHPs
AAVSeq of Anc80Lib in liver samples from both mice and NHPs

was highly reproducible from animal to animal (Figures 3A and

3D). Moreover, in both animals, MA plots revealed the emer-

gence of two distinct subpopulations of vectors; one enriched

in liver (compared with the injected library), and one reduced in

abundance. Further analysis indicated a clear role of Anc80Lib

variable position p3 on both liver gene transfer and transduction

in bothmice andNHPs (Figures 3B and 3E). Inmice, AAV capsids

within the library with a glycine residue in p3 (p3G) were on

average approximately 13.5 times more enriched than those of

p3A capsids in DNA, and more than 100-fold greater than p3A

in RNA (Figure 3B). In NHPs, a qualitatively similar effect was

observed at a modestly reduced difference (�3.5-fold in DNA

and �11.9-fold in RNA), although there was substantially more

noise in NHPs than there was in mice (Figure 3E), perhaps in

part due to the lower number of biological replicates (N = 2

NHPs, N = 8 mice).

To further visualize the role of individual variant positions

within our library, we sorted the barcodes in each condition by
6 Cell Reports Medicine 3, 100803, November 15, 2022
relative enrichment (from most enriched to least from top to bot-

tom) and represented the dimorphic amino acid states as an or-

ange or blue bar (Figures 3C and 3F). This analysis illustrates the

dominant effect of p3 on liver targeting within this library across

both mice and NHPs. Beyond p3, other effects are noted, such

as p1 and p11, which appear to also alter liver barcode enrich-

ment. Combined, these types of analyses may provide signa-

tures of capsid motifs that favor a particular tissue targeting

profile.

Systems pharmacokinetics of Anc80Lib in mice versus
NHPs
Having observed the role of p3 in the liver of both mice and

NHPs, we analyzed the biodistribution of variants in Anc80Lib

from liver, spleen, serum, and skeletal muscle (quadriceps).

We observed that, although p3G viruses were enriched in livers

of both mice and NHPs at this early time point, they were sub-

stantially de-enriched in spleens, and (most notably in NHPs)

also de-enriched in skeletal muscle, albeit to a lesser degree

(Figure 4). In mice p3G capsids persisted in serum longer than

p3A capsids; however, in NHPs the opposite was found.

Through elastic net regularization and clustering, we find a role

for P3A/G across many time points, tissues, and nucleotide

types in both mice and NHPs, although not always consistent

between the two species (Figures 5A and 5B).

Comparing the role of mutations across time, tissues,
and species
Finally, we explored our multiparametric screen through a simple

regularization approach. Clustering by regularization coefficients

allows us to visualize the roles of individual amino acids within

our library across tissues, time points, RNA/DNA, and species.

Within the mouse samples that we explored, RNA samples

neatly segregated from DNA samples (Figure 5A), and samples

from related tissues also clustered together. Similar qualitative

patterns emerged in the NHP samples (Figure 5B). To explore

the degree to which patterns seen in mouse samples are also

found in NHP samples, we plotted the absolute value of the dif-

ference in regression coefficients for time point- and tissue-

matched samples (Figure 5C). In this approach, it becomes clear

that there is a large disparity in the role of positions 3 and 6 within

our library in determining the persistence in the serum of these

animals, and a possible weaker role of position 9 across several

tissues. These differencesmay be of interest to the field for future

study. Importantly, across liver DNA and RNA, we observedmin-

imal differences betweenmice andNHPs; however, there remain

some notable apparent qualitative differences in samples from

quadriceps.

Validation of AAVSeq findings
Tovalidate theprimary findingon liver tropismandbiodistribution,

we clonally produced two different capsids from our library,

Anc80L1533 (p3G, the mutation associated with the ‘‘liver-on’’

state) and Anc80L1093 (p3A, ‘‘liver-off’’), each containing an

eGFP transgene.Preparationsof individual vectorswere adminis-

tered intravenously to five mice each. Relative transduction

across tissues is represented in Figure 6. We observed that

Anc80L1533 shows an advantage over Anc80L1093 in themouse



Figure 3. Variation within the Anc80Lib at a single position alters liver tropism of vectors in mice and NHPs

(A) Pairwise comparisons of barcode isolation and counting from livers of three mice at day 3 (N = 8) as DNA (top) or RNA (bottom).

(B) MA plots depicting the fold change of vectors (tissue/vector) colored by amino acid identity at position 3 within our library.

(C) Vectors were sorted by fold-change (top to bottom, positive to negative) and colored by their states at every position (in ‘‘fingerprint plots’’).

(D) Following administration into NHPs, barcodes are isolated from DNA (top) and RNA (bottom) at day 28 with varying reproducibility (Spearman’s r = 0.94 and

0.73 respectively, N = 2 NHPs).

(E) MA plots from NHP data depicting differences among vectors with A/G at position 3.

(F) Fingerprint plots from NHP liver DNA and RNA at day 28.
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Figure 4. Pharmacokinetic profiling of barcoded viruses

Barcodes were purified from the DNA of liver, spleen, quadriceps, and serum from either mice (top row, N = 8) or NHPs (bottom row, N = 2) at an early time point

(day 3 for mice, day 7 for NHPs, except for serum which is day 3). To illustrate the relationships between these vectors, MA plots were rendered each highlighting

the previously identified ‘‘liver’’ toggle and depicted next to a fingerprint plot for each tissue.
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liver at the level of both DNA and RNA (2,622-fold in DNA,

p < 0.001 Tukey-HSD, 512-fold in RNA, p < 0.001 Tukey-HSD)

(Figure 6A). Also consistent with our findings, we observed that

Anc80L1533 only shows a small (but significant) advantage over

the liver-detargetedAnc80L1093 inmousequadriceps at the level

of gene transfer (2.58-fold, p < 0.001 Tukey-HSD) and expression

(2.93-fold, p = 0.048 Tukey-HSD). Within the mouse heart, we

observe that Anc80L1093 appears slightly better at gene transfer

compared with Anc80L1533 (3.77-fold, p < 0.001 Tukey-HSD);

however, expression shows a small but significant disadvantage

(�2.99-fold, p < 0.001 Tukey-HSD) (Figure 6A). Taken as a whole,

the data confirm our initial findings by AAVSeq of Anc80Lib—that

p3Amutantswithin our library are strongly and significantly detar-

geted from the livers of mice (in excess of 500-fold) while only

modestly decreasing expression in skeletal and cardiac muscle

(under 3-fold).

Liver toggle reprogramming of clinically relevant AAVs
An alignment of themain AAV serotypes within the Anc80 lineage

of hypervariable region 1 of AAV illustrates the conserved state of

a glycine within the AAV8 group, and an alanine within the AAV2

group (Table S3). This conservation is in line with the phyloge-

netic relationship of the liver tropism phenotype (Figure 1A)

and suggests the possibility of functionally reprogramming other

AAV serotypes with respect to their liver tropism by mutating the

liver toggle from glycine to alanine (or vice versa). However,

owing to the significant amount of structural variability in VRI of

the AAV capsid, the exact homology is somewhat unclear,

complicating efforts to determine whether this mutation may

also impact non-Anc80 capsids in a similar fashion. Conse-

quently, using our alignment to inform this hypothesis, we aimed

to graft this mutation into AAV9, thereby potentially detargeting

resultant vectors from the liver.

Two AAV9 mutants, AAV9-GA and AAV9-GAST (Table S3),

were cloned to mimic the Anc80 liver toggle sequence context.
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Next, AAV9, AAV9-GA, or AAV9-GAST were evaluated for gene

transfer (DNA) and gene expression (RNA) in C57BL/6mice. Vec-

tor preparations were produced, each packaging an eGFP re-

porter under a CMV promoter. Mice were injected with a dose

of 1.873 1011 gc/mouse by retro-orbital injection. In line with re-

sults from Anc80Lib, AAV9-GA and AAV9-GAST were observed

to be significantly detargeted from the liver with respect to both

vector genomes (�1,522-fold, AAV9-GA versus AAV9, p < 0.001

Tukey-HSD, �678-fold, AAV9-GAST versus AAV9, p < 0.001

Tukey-HSD) and expression (�363-fold AAV9-GA versus

AAV9, p < 0.001 Tukey-HSD, �151-fold AAV9-GAST versus

AAV9, p < 0.001 Tukey-HSD), yet we found no significant differ-

ence in terms of gene transfer (DNA, p > 0.05) to the quadriceps

or heart, and a minor but significant reduction in expression in

these tissues (�1.5- and �3.1-fold reductions in quadriceps

and heart RNA, respectively, comparing AAV9 and AAV9-GA)

(Figure 6B). This effect appeared robust across both single-

stranded and self-complementary AAV (Figure S8). The liver-de-

targeted mutants also appeared to transduce the brain at lower

rates than wild-type AAV9 while, remarkably, DNA vector copy

numbers were not significantly different (p > 0.05 Tukey-HSD).

We also took sections from AAV9- and AAV9-GAST-injected

mice and processed them for GFP histology. The images from

these studies further illustrate the distinct reduction of AAV9-

GAST expression in liver relative to AAV9, while maintaining

transduction of the mouse quadriceps and heart (Figures 7A

and 7B). A dose-ranging experiment was performed to deter-

mine whether these effects persisted across a large range of

doses (2.3 3 109 gc/mouse up to 2.3 3 1012 gc/mouse) using

a CB7 promoter driving expression of eGFP. Consistent with

previous results and across all doses, AAV9-GAST showed

profound de-enrichment in liver across all doses tested (more

than 500-fold), while only lagging behind AAV9 in skeletal muscle

by at most 5.7-fold (tibialis anterior, RNA, highest dose)

(Figure 7D).



Figure 5. Summary of in vivo tissue tropism studies

(A) Average log2 fold-changes were computed for every RNA/DNA/tissue combination at every time point from the study detailed in Figure S6 (mice N = 8, NHPs

N = 2). Data were centered bymeans subtraction and an independent sites linear model was fit by elastic net regularization to determine the impact of variation at

each site within the library on enrichment in each sample. Samples were then clustered by Ward’s method according to the fit coefficients.

(B) The same approach as described in (A) was applied to samples isolated from NHPs.

(C) To compare between species, regularization coefficients were subtracted (cynomolgus macaque – mouse) from one another. The absolute value of the

differences were clustered and plotted as in (A and B).
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Having established that these mutations can detarget a liver

tropic vector away from the mouse liver, we then hypothesized

that we might be able to graft liver-targeting mutations into vec-

tors that have been observed to transduce the mouse liver

poorly. To investigate this hypothesis, we created AAV3B-AG

by grafting the p3Gmutation into AAV3B (Table S3), and in doing

so re-created a mutation also investigated by Cabanes-Creus

et al.61 (referred to therein as AAV3B-265insG). C57BL/6 mice

were injected with either AAV9 (as a positive control), AAV3B,

or AAV3B-AG containing a firefly luciferase transgene by retro-

oribal injection at a dose of 5 3 1010 genome copies/mouse

and assessed for liver transduction by in vivo bioluminescence.

In line with our hypothesis and our prior observations with

Anc80Lib and AAV9 mutants, along with the findings of

Cabanes-Creus et al., modulating the VRI loop of AAV3B in

this manner appears to increase luciferase activity in the mouse

liver region from an average of 1.02E–5 (p/s/cm2/sr) in AAV3B-in-

jected mice (N = 3) to 2.43E–6 (p/s/cm2/sr) in AAV3B-AG-in-

jected mice (N = 3) (Figures 7C and S7C). AAV9-injected mice

averaged 3.36E–6 (p/s/cm2/sr) (N = 3) at day 21.

DISCUSSION

A multitude of preclinical and clinical studies have illustrated the

utility of AAV as a therapeutic gene transfer vector. The approval

of twoAAV-basedmedicines in theUSandother countries further

validates the technology and approach.2 However, for many
gene therapy indications, current AAV technologies fall short.

For example, several clinical programs currently employ sys-

temic administration of AAV to target non-hepatic tissues, such

as muscle (e.g., for muscular dystrophies) and spinal cord

(e.g., spinal muscular atrophy) (clinicaltrials.gov, NCT03375164,

NCT03368742, NCT03362502, and NCT03461289). However,

these programs and emerging drugs are complicated by the liver

being a primary target for AAV uptake. Safety signals from sys-

temic AAV administration have marred the field for more than a

decade, and most recently have been implicated as a contrib-

uting factor to the death of three patients in a trial for X-linkedmy-

otubular myopathy.8 Liver detargeting of AAV has therefore been

an area of active interest to the field.

The safety and efficacy of AAV-based drugs is in part deter-

mined by the features conferred by the AAV capsid, which vary

between naturally occurring serotypes. Based on these observa-

tions, a large emphasis in the field has been enhancing the AAV

platform by engineering the protein sequence of the AAV capsid

to enhance its pharmacology for specific applications. Engineer-

ing of the AAV capsid has been limited to date by our overall

sparse understanding of the necessary and sufficient vector-

host interactions that lead to productive gene transfer. Screens

for small-molecule pharmaceuticals take advantage of common

atomic structures to both narrow down candidate molecules and

also suggest the mechanism, defining the so-called structure-

activity relationship (SAR). Despite the availability of high-resolu-

tion atomic structures of the capsid19,20,62–68 and access to
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Figure 6. Clonal confirmation of p3 liver toggle and reprogramming of AAV9 with respect to tissue tropism

(A) Anc80L1533 (p3 = G, Liver On) and Anc80L0193 (p3 = A, Liver Off) were identified from Anc80Lib AAVSeq based on their performance, individually produced

with a GFP reporter transgene, and vectors were administered intravenously into five mice per clonal vector. Relative transgene (eGFP) DNA (top) and RNA

(bottom) were determined by ddPCR and qRT-PCR, respectively, and represented in box-and-whisker plots for liver (left), quadriceps (middle), and heart (right).

After testing for normality and equal variances, significance was determined by an ANOVA followed by a post-hoc test (Tukey’s HSD) (n.s., 0.05 < p < 1,

*0.01 < p < 0.05, **0.001 < p < 0.01, ***0.0001 < p < 0.001).

(B) Mutations were introduced into AAV9 to confer the observed liver-detargeted phenotype observed in the library and confirmed clonally as in (A). Transgene

expression was measured by qRT-PCR, represented, and analyzed statistically as in (A).
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increasingly sophistical analytical approaches, such as machine

learning,69 rational design of the AAV particle has been made

impractical by the unavailability of rich, quantitative functional

datasets across translationally relevant phenotypes that could

better define AAV SAR.

The field has thus relied largely on unbiased approaches, such

as directed evolution of error-prone PCR or DNA shuffled capsid

libraries to develop AAVs with enhanced properties. The com-

plex quaternary structure of AAV requires hundreds of discreet

intermolecular protein-protein interfaces for assembly to be re-

tained (Figure 1C). While indeed variation of the capsid structure

is tolerated, as is shown by the significant natural diversity, es-

tablishing man-made variation has proven more difficult.

Recently, an exhaustive single-residue mutagenesis screen

showed a majority of mutations to violate assembly require-
10 Cell Reports Medicine 3, 100803, November 15, 2022
ments imposed by the viral architecture.44 Similarly, screens

based on unbiased DNA library designs often result in enrich-

ment for vectors highly similar to existing AAVs.29 In some in-

stances, these variants can dramatically alter the characteristic

they were selected for; however, sometimes at steep costs of

functional trade-offs, such asmanufacturability or species trans-

lation.31 These trade-offs are likely in part due to a lack of ability

to account for complex epistatic interactions within the capsid

that are required for SAR preservation.

Here, we sought to develop an approach that would (1) further

the definition of AAV SAR and (2) allow for more a more direct

and cost-effective evaluation of the complex in vivopharmacology

of candidate vectors. To address the challenges highlighted by

previous efforts, we attacked the problems on multiple levels, in

addition toseeking toborrowandoptimizeelements fromprevious



(legend on next page)
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discovery campaigns. First, a functionally diverse variant library

was generated—that is, every member of the library produces a

vector capable of being observed in transduction-dependent as-

says—by leveraging evolutionary ambiguity resultant from an

ML-ASR approach. We further hypothesized that this approach

would allow the segregation of functional motifs on the capsid.

By mutating these variant sites in a full VP library, we aimed to

explore unique combinations of phenotypes, epistatic interac-

tions, and functional synergy of motifs. Second, we developed a

multiparametric screening methodology with utility across model

systems, including in vitro, small animal models, and large animal

models (AAVSeq). Toenable thestudyofmutations throughout the

2.4 kilobase capsid gene, we also developed a robust cloning

approach (CombiAAV) to generate this barcoded library

(Anc80Lib). Finally, an analytical and statistical framework was

developed to interrogate individual variants across all screening

parameters that allowed for SAR interpretation.

In the proof-of-concept study outlined here, we developed a

large, uniquely barcoded AAV variant library called Anc80Lib

based on many of the current clinical AAVs. Specifically,

Anc80Lib sought to explore a combinatorial sequence space

that varied computationally defined capsid residues that segre-

gate AAV2 group capsids from AAV8 group capsids. Anc80Lib

wasscreened in vitroand in vivo inmouseandNHPmodels, along

with commonly used referenceAAVs. Based on the divergence in

hepatotropism of AAV2 group and AAV8 group vectors, we

queried Anc80Lib in an attempt to map structural determinants

of the AAV capsid that determine the degree of liver targeting.

Within the library, AAV variants were tagged with a unique

identifier (i.e., a barcode) that permits a high-throughput and

cost-effective short-read NGS readout. To date, studies of bar-

coded libraries with diversity distributed through the entire

coding sequence of the AAV capsid have been limited in scale

by the prior necessity of producing barcoded AAV capsids

separately.43,45,70 We overcame this limitation by developing

CombiAAV, a pooled barcoding and DNA assembly method

that we used to generate complex barcoded capsid libraries at

scale. As others have shown, barcoded AAV libraries allow for

a quantitative and multiparametric evaluation of many AAV cap-

sids at once, enabling one to gauge functional tradeoffs.43–45,70

Here, the multiparametric screening was extended beyond tis-

sues (e.g. liver and muscle) to multiple species (mice and

NHPs) for which a readout of gene-transfer (DNA) and transgene

expression (mRNA) was obtained. Taken together, our data illus-

trate an ability to comprehensively assess the systems pharma-

cology of AAV at the level of both host and the vector.

An illustration of the power of the approach is provided by the

identification of a single G-to-A residue change at position 266 to
Figure 7. In vivo transduction of reprogrammed AAVs

(A) Mice were injected with either AAV9 or AAV9-GAST containing a self-complem

preserved, sectioned, and imaged. Scale bars, 200 mm.

(B) Whole mouse livers following injection with a self-complementary eGFP trans

(C) IVIS Imaging of mice injected with AAV9, AAV3B, or AAV3B-GA packaging a fi

in each image (and labeled accordingly). Optimal exposure time determined by t

(D) Increasing doses of either AAV9 (teal) or AAV9-GAST (purple) packing an eGF

dose). DNA and RNA were isolated from livers, quadriceps, or tibialis anterior (T

represented.
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impact liver gene transfer in a manner that is divorced from its

targeting and expression inmuscle tissue. The liver toggle effect,

first observed in systemic screens of Anc80Lib, is functionally

conserved when grafted into two clinically relevant vectors:

AAV9 to achieve liver detargeting and AAV3B to increase its liver

transduction.

AAV3B and the highly homologous LK-03 are part of the AAV2

group and have liver toggle equivalent positions reflecting the

predicted liver-off state (alanine). Indeed, in mice, these vectors

are poorly hepatotropic and therefore limited for use in somemu-

rine disease models. However, AAV3B and LK-03 have been

proposed as clinical vectors for liver-directed gene therapy

because these vectors efficiently target NHP liver and human he-

patocytes grated into immunodeficient mice in vivo, 29,52,71 illus-

trating that there are additional vector- and/or species-specific

mechanisms underlying AAV hepatotropism. Upon mutation of

the liver toggle equivalent sequence from an alanine to a glycine

in AAV3B (AAV3B-AG), we observed liver transduction to be

enhanced by approximately 20-fold. Further studies are needed

to determine whether AAV3B-AG improves upon AAV3B’s native

hepatotropism in primate models.

Conversely, AAV9, an AAV8 group member with a liver toggle

equivalent position reflecting the ‘‘liver-on’’ state (glycine), is

often used for therapeutic gene transfer in non-liver tissues

following systemic administration.72–74 Liver toxicity has been

described in both preclinical and clinical studies and is listed

as a major side effect of onasemnogene abeparvovec, particu-

larly in high-dose applications, such as those required to effi-

ciently transduce therapeutic targets such as the spinal cord or

the musculature.7,8,75 The ability to reduce biodistribution to

the liver yet retain transduction of these therapeutic target tis-

sues may increase the therapeutic window for these applica-

tions. AAV9-GA and AAV9-GAST substantially reduce vector

DNA uptake by over 100-fold in the liver, yet remarkably retain

their ability to transduce heart, tibialis anterior, and quadriceps,

especially with self-complimentary AAVs, albeit with reduced

efficiency. Moreover, when we produced and purified these

vectors to high titers we observed that production of AAV9-

GAST compared with that of wild-type AAV9 was not impacted

(Figure S9).

While this article was initially in submission, a separate group

published a body of work also exploring the relationship

between VRI sequence variability and hepatotropism in the

context of AAV3B.61 In that work, the authors independently

derive and test the same AAV3B-AG vector (AAV3B-265insG

by their nomenclature) and conclude that insertions into

AAV3B modulate liver transduction. The authors also review

data that we had previously published in patents as well as
entary eGFP transgene (dose of 1.873 1011 gc/mouse). Tissues were isolated,

gene in either AAV9 or AAV9-GAST (dose of 2.65 3 1011 gc/mouse).

refly luciferase transgene. PBS-injected mice are included as negative controls

he instrument in the bottom right of each image.

P transgene under a CB7 promoter were injected into C57BL6 Mice (N = 3 per

A) from each mouse and were quantified by ddPCR. Mean values ± SEM are
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presented at conferences, and come to the conclusion that the

liver toggle we describe herein may depend on the broader

mutational context of VRI, including (crucially) an insertion after

position 264 in clade B and C capsids. These two independent

studies contextualize each other and together inform an under-

standing of the role of the VRI loop and its impact on hepato-

troprism of AAV vectors. Specifically, when the findings of the

two studies are considered together, it appears that the liver

toggle we initially identified in our Anc80 library and confirm in

AAV9 (a clade F capsid) may alter the structure-function rela-

tionship of the VRI loop in a manner that relies upon insertions

at position 265 in AAV3B.

Importantly, our data indicate that the liver is not the only tis-

sue that is affected by amodification of the liver toggle but rather

has a substantial impact on the overall pharmacological profile of

the altered vector (Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7). For example, not unlike

the liver, expression of AAV9-GA or AAV9-GAST is reduced

in the CNS, yet uptake of vector genomes ismuch less impacted.

Indeed, the Anc80Lib screen inmice and NHPs illustrates a com-

plex, sometimes species-specific, impact on the biodistribution

and transduction properties of each of the variant positions,

including the p3 liver toggle.

Our data illustrate that the use of multiparametric quantitative

screenings of curated libraries like Anc80Lib are powerful in

mapping the complex impact on the pharmacology of these

modest changes in lineage-conserved residues. Independently,

however, they fall short in highlighting the underlying mecha-

nism. We hypothesize that the liver toggle alters the AAV-AAVR

interaction in a cell-type-specific manner, as it is positioned

within a subset of amino acids on the AAV capsid that interfaces

with AAVR, an entry factor for most primate AAVs.76,77 Interest-

ingly, liver-off vectors require AAVR for cell transduction, as both

AAV2 and AAV8 group AAVs are dependent on AAVR for trans-

duction based in vitro and in vivo.78,79 In Adachi et al., 2014,

the researchers previously identified nine double-alanine mu-

tants of AAV9 between residues 356 and 736, which appeared

selectively detargeted from the liver. We recently revisited those

data and determined that, of those nine mutants, six of them

were either overlapping or within a single amino acid of sites

known to interact with AAVR in AAV2 (Figure S10). Three of these

implicated sites (W503, P504, and Q590) were previously known

to selectively impact liver transduction as identified by Pulicherla

et al.9 Taken as a whole, we view these independent findings as

suggestive of a possible common mechanism whereby altering

the AAV-AAVR interface alters liver tropism. Further studies

are therefore needed to interrogate the role of the AAV-AAVR

interaction of liver-on versus liver-off AAVs for each of the target

tissues within the pharmacological context of an intravenous

administration.

In gene therapy, the biology of the target gene is almost always

well understood. In contrast, the molecular mechanisms under-

pinning efficient delivery of a therapeutic gene to a specific target

are rarely known. Yet, the gene delivery by a vector is an impor-

tant component to the safety and efficacy of any gene therapy

intervention. This is no different for AAV, one of the leading vector

platforms for clinical gene transfer. Here, we describe a quanti-

tative, multiparametric screening approach to AAV libraries,

which are diverse within known functional motifs on the capsid,
and we apply this approach to interrogate the distinct hepato-

tropic properties of AAVs in clinical use. This approach now en-

ables us to characterize and select for vectors with attributes

fitting therapeutic targets. Furthermore, the rich datasets gener-

ated through these screens can further define the SAR of AAV,

inspire mechanistic hypotheses, and provide reagents to probe

molecular mechanisms. Finally, the approach and resultant

dataset informs rational design of AAV. Our methodology is

scalable to other vector libraries (through CombiAAV, a pooled

barcoded library DNA assembly method), from in vitro to large

animal model screens, and in other pharmacological settings

(e.g., routes of administration or disease models). Collectively,

the datasets, reagents, and methodologies of our work may

further the field’s ability to control and direct therapeutic gene

delivery.

Limitations of the study
Our work to date represents a systematic evaluation of an evolu-

tion-informed library of engineered AAV capsids with respect to

several different vector functions both in vitro as well as in vivo.

However, there are some important limitations to our study

that need to be considered when evaluating our findings. For

one, all animal studies reported herein were performed in male

animals and as such may not reflect the biological activity in fe-

male animals. Moreover, while we report evidence for a liver tog-

gle across a number of library studies in vitro as well as in vivo,

we have only partially confirmed these findings and, even then,

only in mice and in Huh7 cells. The agreement or disagreement

between preclinical models is an open issue in the field and is

the basis for ongoing work in our group as well. Finally, while

we speculate about a potential role of AAVR in the mechanism

of the liver toggle, we do not present any direct evidence

herein and as such the molecular mechanism remains an open

question.
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Bacterial and virus strains

ElectroMAXTM Stbl4TM Competent Cells Invitrogen Cat# 11635018

AAV-CMV-BC-Anc80Lib Mass Eye and Ear Gene Therapy

Vector Core

N/A

AAV-CMV-BC-AAV2 Mass Eye and Ear Gene Therapy

Vector Core

N/A

AAV-CMV-BC-AAV5 Mass Eye and Ear Gene Therapy

Vector Core

N/A

AAV-CMV-BC-AAV8 Mass Eye and Ear Gene Therapy

Vector Core

N/A

AAV-CMV-BC-Rh.10 Mass Eye and Ear Gene Therapy

Vector Core

N/A

AAV-CMV-BC-LK-03 Mass Eye and Ear Gene Therapy

Vector Core

N/A

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Benzonase EMD Millipore Cat# 1016970010

BsaI-HF New England Biolabs Cat# R3535

Esp3I Thermo Scientific Cat# ER0451

T4 Ligase New England Biolabs M0202L

Q5� High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase New England Biolabs M0491L

KAPA HiFi HotStart ReadyMix Roche KK2602

Critical commercial assays

NEBNext� Library Quant Kit for Illumina� New England Biolabs Cat# E7630L

Nextera XT Index Kit v2 Set A (96 indexes, 384 samples) Illumina Cat# FC-131-2001

Deposited data

Raw Data (Barcode Counts, Imaging, Biodstribution) Mendeley Data Repository https://doi.org/10.17632/

hd9nnhrttg.1

Experimental models: Cell lines

HEK293 Cell Line ATCC CRL-1573

Huh7 Cell Line ATCC PTA-4583

Experimental models: Organisms/Strains

C57BL/6J mouse strain (Mus musculus) Jackson Laboratory Stock#000664

Cynomolgus macaques (Macaca fascicularis) DaVinci Biomedical Research,

Framingham, MA

N/A

Oligonucleotides

DNA Seqencing Fw Primer (F1):TCGTCGGCAGCGTCAGA

TGTGTATAAGAGACAGGAGGTCTATATAAGCAGAGCTG

GTTTAGTGAACCGT

This paper N/A

DNA Seqencing Rv Primer (R1): GTCTCGTGGGCTCGGAG

ATGTGTATAAGAGACAGGACGAGAACATTTGTTTTGGTA

CCTGTCTGCGTAG

This paper N/A

RNA Sequencing Fw Primer (F2): TCGTCGGCAGCGTCAG

ATGTGTATAAGAGACAGGTCAGATCCTGCATGAAGCTT

This paper N/A

RNA Sequencing Rv Primer (R2): GTCTCGTGGGCTCGGA

GATGTGTATAAGAGACAGCTGTCTGCGTAGTTGATCGGC

This paper N/A
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Recombinant DNA

pSL-CMV-BC-Anc80Lib This paper N/A

pSL-CMV-BC-AAV2 This paper N/A

pSL-CMV-BC-AAV5 This paper N/A

pSL-CMV-BC-AAV8 This paper N/A

pSL-CMV-BC-AAV9 This paper N/A

pSL-CMV-BC-AAV9.PHP-B This paper N/A

pSL-CMV-BC-LK-03 This paper N/A

pSL-CMV-BC-Rh.10 This paper N/A

pSL-CMV-BC-Rh32.33 This paper N/A

pAAP Vandenberghe Lab N/A

pREP Vandenberghe Lab N/A

deltaF6 Vandenberghe Lab N/A

Software and algorithms

GraphPad Prism 8 GraphPad https://www.graphpad.com

Python 3.7 Python Software Foundation https://www.python.org

Living Image Version 4.5.5 Perkin Elmer https://www.perkinelmer.com/

product/li-software-for-lumina-

1-seat-add-on-128110

Zen Version 3.3 Carl Zeiss Microscopy https://www.zeiss.com/microscopy/

us/products/microscope-software/

zen.html

Additional Custom Python Scripts This paper Mendeley Repository:
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Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Dr. Luk

Vandenberghe (luk_vandenberghe@meei.havard.edu).

Materials availability
Plasmid encoding the barcoded Anc80 library generated in this study are available upon request.

Data and code availability
d Raw barcode counts corresponding to every sample included in this publication have been deposited into Mendeley and is

publicly available as of the date of publication. Additional raw data corresponding to biodistribution studies and imaging studies

have also been deposited into Mendeley and is publicly available as of the date of publication.

d All original code has been deposited inMendeley and is publicly available as of the date of publication. DOIs are listed in the key

resources table.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

In vitro library experiments
Our in vitro selection experiments were conducted using HuH-7 cells, an immortalized cell line of human hepatic origin. Cells were

cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM, Thermofisher Cat# 11965084) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum

(Cytiva, cat no. SH30071.03) in 6-well plates (Corning Product #: 3506) pre-coated with Poly-Ly Lysine (Sigma-Aldrich CAS # 25988-

63-0). While the original cells were derived from a biologically male donor, Huh7 cells have a complex karyotype without Y

chromosome.80
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In vivo library experiments
Mouse

All animal procedures were performed in accordance with protocols approved by the institutional care and use committees (IACUC)

at Schepens Eye Research Institute (SERI). Male C57BL/6 mice (6-8 weeks old) were purchased from Jackson Laboratories and al-

lowed to acclimate to the animal care facilities at SERI for a period of one week and were maintained on a regular diet. The barcoded

Anc80 library (Anc80BC-Lib) was spiked with singly-produced, barcoded AAVs as in the in vitro infectivity study above (AAV2, 5, 8, 9,

PHP-B, LK-03, Rh.10 and Rh.32.33) at a ratio of 1:2053 each (AAV:Total Library) on a vector genome copy basis.

Two days before injection, 50 mL of blood was collected by submandibular bleeds to establish a baseline free of vector for bio-

distribution studies. On day zero, each mouse was injected retro-orbitally with 3 3 1011 genome copies. On day 3 and 21, eight in-

jected mice (plus one uninjected control) were sacrificed and tissues were collected and flash frozen. Prior to barcode amplification,

tissues were mechanically homogenized by beads using either a Geno/Grinder (SPEX SamplePrep) or a Qiagen TissueLyser II (Qia-

gen Cat No 85300) and nucleotides were isolated using Qiagen DNAEasy Blood and Tissue Kits and RNAEasy Kits (Qiagen Cat No.

74104). The integrity of RNA samples was analyzed and scored by TapeStation prior to proceeding with barcode amplification and

extraction.

Nonhuman primate

Experiments with cynomolgusmacaques (Macaca fascicularis) were performed at a contract research organization (DaVinci Biomed-

ical Research, Framingham, MA) in accordance with the institutional IACUCs of both DaVinci and SERI. Prior to initiating the study,

animals were screened for antibodies against Anc80L65, AAV1, 2, 5, 8, 9 and rh32.33. Based on low antibody titers, four two-year-old

male animals (identifiers G62N, G66E, G72E, and H92R) were selected for the study and maintained on a regular diet. None of the

animals selected had detectable levels of neutralizing antibodies (titer <1/8 ) to Anc80L65, or AAV9. The final vector pool was prepared

by spiking singly-produced AAV2, 5, 8, Rh.10 and LK-03 into a high-titer prep of Anc80BC-Lib at a ratio of 1:2053 each (AAV:Total

Library) on a vector genome copy basis.

Animals were injected intravenously with 4 3 1012 genome copies diluted in 4.75 mL of saline (1.63 1012 gc/kg) on day 0. Serum

was collected on days 0, 1, 3, and 7. On day 7, two animals (G72E and H92R) were sacrificed and tissues were collected and flash

frozen (brain was further dissected prior to freezing). On day 28, the remaining two animals (G62N and G66E) were sacrificed as well.

Tissues were prepared as in the mouse experiment prior to barcode amplification and extraction.

In vivo clonal confirmation studies, Anc80

High titer preparations of Anc80L1533 and Anc80L1093 were produced and obtained from the Gene Transfer Vector Core (GTVC) as

described above. Fivemale C57BL/6mice were each injectedwith either Anc80L1533 or Anc80L1093 containing an eGFP transgene

under a CMV promoter at a dose of 1 3 1011 genome copies per animal by retro orbital administration. After 21 days, animals were

sacrificed and tissues were collected and flash frozen. To quantify vector abundances in these tissues, the flash frozen samples were

homogenized and DNA/RNA were isolated and quantified as described above. To quantify the number of eGFP DNAmolecules/cell,

DNA isolated from each cell was quantified by digital-droplet PCR (ddPCR) (QX200 system, BioRad). To quantify the ratio of eGFP

RNA molecules/GAPDH, ddPCR was again used.

In vivo clonal confirmation studies, AAV9 and reprogrammed variants

High titer preparations of AAV9, AAV9-GA, and AAV9-GASTwere produced and obtained from theGene Transfer Vector Core (GTVC)

as described above. Five male C57BL/6 mice were each injected with either AAV9, AAV9-GA, or AAV9-GAST containing a self-com-

plementary eGFP transgene under a CMV promoter at a dose of 1.87 3 1011 genome copies per animal by retro orbital administra-

tion. After 28 days, animals were sacrificed and tissues were collected and flash frozen. A number of samples were also fixed in 4%

PFA before being transferred to a sucrose solution for eventual preparation for histology. To quantify vector abundances in these

tissues, the flash frozen samples were homogenized and DNA/RNA were isolated and quantified as described above. To quantify

the number of eGFPDNAmolecules/cell, DNA isolated from each cell was quantified by ddPCR (QX200 system, BioRad). To quantify

the ratio of eGFP RNA molecules/GAPDH, RT-qPCR was performed using an Applied Biosystems 7500 Real-Time PCR System us-

ing TaqMan PCR master mix reagents (Applied Biosystems) and transgene-specific primer/probes as previously described.81

In vivo luminescence study, AAV3B and reprogrammed variants

High titer preparations of AAV9, AAV3B, and AAV3B-AGwere produced and obtained from the GTVC as described above, each con-

taining a firefly luciferase transgene under a CMV promoter. Vectors were administered in a final volume of 100 mL of PBS via retro-

orbital venous route into adult male C57BL/6J mice (Jackson Cat. No. 000664) at a dose of 53 1010 genome copies/mouse (n = 2–3

per condition). At days 7, 15, and 21, animals were anesthetized and bioluminescent imaging was performed on a IVIS instrument

(PerkinElmer Inc, Waltham, MA). Data were analyzed using Living Image Software version 4.7.3.

METHOD DETAILS

Design and assembly of barcoded Anc80Lib
Ancestral capsid sequences were reconstructed, and positions of variation were identified as described extensively in Zinn et al.

(2015). To assemble a library of 2048 barcoded capsids based upon these previous reconstructions, first 22 different building-blocks

were designed and synthesized commercially by Twist Bioscience (San Francisco, CA), each synthetic building block encompassing

a region of the capsid and a corresponding region of the barcode. The building blocks were designed to be assembled in a
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CombiGEM-like fashion (Figure S1) by repeated rounds of restriction digestion, ligation, bacterial transformation, and purification. In

all, five such rounds of assembly were needed to fully assemble our library. Sanger sequencing reactions were performed after each

round of assembly to ensure adequate diversity and that barcode sequences remained coupled to capsid sequences.

AAV library vector preparation (for in vitro and in vivo studies)
To produce high-titer preparations of barcoded Anc80-Lib, the Gene Transfer Vector Core (GTVC) at the Grousbeck Gene Therapy

Center of Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary performed quadruple plasmid transfections using polyethylenimine (PEI-Max, Poly-

sciences) in HEK293 cells within ten-layer hyperflasks (Corning). The plasmids were pREP (AAV2 Rep genes under the native p5 pro-

moter), pAAP2 (CMV driving expression of AAP2), the library plasmid (CMV-Barcode-Anc80Capsid), and dF6 (containing necessary

Adenoviral accessory genes), in a ratio of 10:10:1:20.60 To test the impact of exogenous AAP on library production, AAPwas omitted.

The ratio of PEI-Max to DNA was maintained at 1.375:1 (w/w). To produce high-titer preparations of eGFP containing vector, vector

was produced by traditional triple plasmid transfection using the same HEK293 cells as described previously. Downstream purifica-

tion was performed as previously described.82 Preparations were tittered by digital-droplet based PCR as described in.83

Barcode amplification and purification
To sequence barcodes from plasmid or virus (DNA), barcodes were first amplified by 15 cycles of PCR using primers designed to

amplify the barcode and to incorporate a binding site for the subsequent indexing reaction (key resources table). To sequence barc-

odes from cellular extracts (DNA or cDNA), barcodes are amplified by 15–35 cycles of PCR, using either primers F1 and R1 (DNA) or

F2 and R2 (RNA). These first-round PCR products were loaded onto a 2% Agarose gel and were subsequently visualized, extracted,

and purified (Zymoclean Gel DNA Recovery Kit, Cat No. D4007). To render the amplified barcodes compatible with Illumina

sequencing technologies, the purified first-round PCR product was then used as template in a subsequent 8-round indexing reaction

using Nextera XT Indexing primers (Illumina Cat No FC-131-1001). These second round PCR products were gel purified on a 2%

agarose gel and were quantified by QuBit dsDNA HS Assay Kit (ThermoFisher Cat. No. Q32851).

In vitro infectivity study
To a high-titer preparation of barcoded Anc80 library (Anc80BC-Lib), singly-produced barcoded AAVs (AAV2, AAV5, AAV8, AAV9,

Rh.10, Rh32.33, LK-03, and AAV9-PHP.B) were spiked at a ratio of 1:2053 each (AAV:Total Library) on a vector genome copy basis.

This mixture was added to 6-well dishes confluent with Huh7 cells at a MOI of 200 particles/cell diluted in DMEMwithout FBS (3 tech-

nical replicates) and was allowed to incubate for 1 h at 37�C. To remove excess virus, cells were subsequently washed three times

with PBS before DMEM containing 10% FBSwas added and cells were returned to 37�C. After 48 h, cells were split into two different

tubes. From one tube, DNA was isolated by DNAEasy Blood and Tissue Kits (Qiagen Cat. No. 69504). From the other tube, RNA was

isolated by Trizol Extraction, DNA was removed by DNA-Free Removal Kits (ThermoFisher Cat No AM1906) and cDNA was gener-

ated by Super-Script IV RT Kits (ThermoFisher Cat No 18090010). Barcodes were amplified, purified as described above before be-

ing pooled with PhiX Sequencing Control (Illumina Cat. No. FC-110-3001) and were sequenced on a MiSeq sequencing using a

MiSeq v3 150 Cycle Kit (Illumina Cat No. MS-102-3001).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Analysis of NGS data
Data were processed and analyzed using scripts written for this specific purpose (source code and data available in the associated

Mendeley data repository). To summarize, the approach begins by summing raw counts obtained from parallel sequencing lanes

together, treating each parallel lane as a technical replicate of sequencing. Next, for each sample within an experiment, the reads

are normalized for read depth according to Equation 1 where cpm is the counts-per million mapped reads, x is a raw count, s is

the sample within the experiment, n is the total number of barcodes within the sample, and b is a barcode within that sample.

cpmðs;bÞ =
�
0:5 + xðs;bÞ

�, Xxðs;nÞ
1

�
xðs;iÞ

�
+ 1

!
(Equation 1)

To account for variability across biological replicates within an experiment, samples were log-transformed (base 2) and averaged

arithmetically. We add an infinitesimally small quantity to ensure that we never take a log of zero. We refer to the average number of

log-transformed normalized counts of a barcode across biological replicates as Xt. To compare this average quantity, we calculate

the log-transformed fold-change by subtracting the equivalent quantity derviced from a reference condition ðXrÞ as per Equation 2

log2ðFCXÞ = Xt � Xr (Equation 2)

Code and data used in this analysis are available in the Mendeley repository.
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Regularized regression analysis
To determine the roles of individual sites of variation within our library, we first constructed an independent sites linear model wherein

the log-transformed fold-change is related to a series of variables representing all of the positions of variation within our library as

seen in Equation 3.

log2ðFCXÞ = b1ðP1Þ+ b2ðP2Þ+.+ b11ðP11Þ+ s (Equation 3)

Individual models were constructed for each sample through an implementation of the Elastic Net employing both an L1 and L2

penalty to account for potential correlational structures among our independent variables as implemented in scikit learn. Hyperpara-

meters dictating mixture of L1 and L2 in each model were derived through an exhaustive search over a grid of hyperparameters also

as implemented in scikit-learn. Where specified, data were Z score normalized prior to fitting to account for differences in scale

across experimental conditions for purposes of visualization. Code for regularized regression analysis and visualization within the

Mendeley repository.

Clonal biodistribution studies
First, abundances of either transgene (eGFP) DNA or transgene RNA were normalized to cell number by calculating the ratio of eGFP

to a housekeeper gene (mTfrc in the case of DNA samples, mGAPDH in the case of RNA samples). Next, these ratios were log trans-

formed (base 2) to normalize the distributions. Normality was tested by the Shapiro-Wilk, and homoscedasticity was tested by the

Levene test for equal variances. In each of our samples, we confirmed both normality and homoscedasticity, two crucial assumptions

for the next step of the statistical analysis. A one-way ANOVAwas then conducted for each tissue to identify effects between vectors.

To identify individual pairwise effects while correcting for family wise error rates, we used Tukey’s Honestly Significant Difference test

(Tukey-HSD).

Structural analysis of AAV9
To generate the circos diagram in Figure 1C, we first loaded a high-resolution structure of AAV9 with monomers separated into

discrete chains (PDB accession number 3UX1,66). Next, we iterated through each amino of each chain, searching for amino acids

within 4A of any side-chain atoms from separate monomers. This set of potential pairwise interactions were then sorted depending

on the axis of symmetry relating the monomers (2-, 3-, or 5-fold) and duplicate interactions were pruned. To plot positions of func-

tional AAV domains identified in non-AAV9 serotypes, we approximated homology by pairwise-alignment of AAV9 with the AAV sero-

type of interest. The data files used to generate Figure 1C have been uploaded to Mendeley and are publicly available.
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